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Highlights : 

- The multi-point crushing test reveals a damageable behavior of highly porous alumina used 

as catalyst supports 

- Plastic deformation, micro-cracking and fragmentation are observed under multi-point 

crushing tests. 

- The ductile damage of mesoporous -alumina can be represented by a Drucker-Prager plastic 

criterion 
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Abstract:  

Mechanical behavior of highly porous alumina catalytic supports is investigated through a non-

conventional approach consisting in a multi-point crushing of individual cylindrical extrudates. A 

ductile behavior characterized by irreversible deformation and fragmentation phenomena is 

observed and pointed out by experimental load-displacement curves. SEM fractographies of the 

fragments collected after the tests confirm the presence of dense micro-cracking and of local 

deformations under contact zones. A Finite Element analysis of the test shows that a Drucker-Prager 

strength criterion associated with a perfectly plastic flow rule mimics the global damageable 

behavior of the specimen under the multi-point crushing test. A correlation is proposed between the 

evolution of the mass of fine fragments and the plastic energy dissipation.  
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1 Introduction 

Numerous petroleum refining processes require solid catalysts carried on a porous ceramic in fixed 

bed reactors. In such reactors, catalysts are immobile with respect to a fixed reference frame and oil 

flows through several horizontal catalysts beds. Mesoporous alumina are used as catalyst supports in 

hydrotreatment processes at high temperature and high hydrogen pressure [1]. Textural 

characteristics of these solids are specified by the nature of the process and are adjusted during 

preparation steps. Hydrotreatment catalysts exhibit a porosity fraction higher than 65% and a 

specific surface higher than 200 m²/g to obtain high catalytic performance. Adequate mechanical 

strength is also required to ensure mechanical stability during catalyst preparation process, transport 

and all along in-service life. Particularly, formation of fragments may cause serious issues, such as 

pipe obstruction, uneven distributions of fluid flow and heat flux, high pressure drop across the 

reactor, and ultimately, significant yield losses. Not only the economic consequences are concerning 

[2], but particles production is also threatening the environment by the release of fine particles into 

the atmosphere. Standard test methods, like for determination of bulk crush strength of catalyst 

beds [3], give an insight of the risk of fragmentation of the material and assist selection of best 

formulations. However, catalysts development efforts remain mainly driven by catalytic performance 

and the mechanical strength of resulting solids is often undergone or optimized afterward. 

Therefore, a better understanding of the fragmentation process of catalytic supports is crucial to 

process supports with improved usage properties and to better assess fragmentation risk in-service. 

Brittle behavior of porous catalytic supports under tensile stress has been extensively described [4–

6]. Under tensile stress the material behaves like dense ceramics [7] and follows Griffith theory of 

brittle fracture [8,9]: a crack suddenly propagates from a critical flaw, leading to the fracture of the 

material. The most commonly used test to characterize the tensile strength of catalytic support is the 

side crushing test, also known as Brazilian test [10]. This standard method consists in a diametral 

compression of the specimen between parallel rigid plates, up to brittle fracture. For perfectly brittle 

materials, a tensile strength can be calculated. However, the non-perfect cylindrical shape of 

extruded supports, due to the drying and calcination processes, complicates the interpretation of the 

test. As damageable behavior in porous ceramics is favored by high porosity rates [11,12], brittle 

fracture sometime is never observed and the determination of the tensile strength is no more 

possible. For this reason, the three-points bending test has been proposed to measure the tensile 

strength of brittle supports [5,13,14]. The bending strength of extrudates was recently used by 

Beeckman et al. [15] to predict the reduction in the aspect ratio of extrudates due to brittle fractures 

in a fixed bed.  

More recently, local damageable behavior of highly porous alumina under compression has been 

highlighted by Staub et al. [16] using spherical indentation, inspired by works of Lawn [17] and 

Clement et al [18]. Densification, micro-cracking and frictional sliding between  alumina nano-

crystallites agglomerates were suspected. A Drucker-Prager plasticity model [19] was successfully 

used to represent the material behavior under indentation. Damage is favored under multi-axial 

compressive loads producing high triaxiality stress states because unstable macro crack propagation 

is unlikely triggered. The spherical indentation test brings valuable information to understand 

fracture mechanisms at local scales. It is also especially convenient with small specimens such as 

catalyst extrudates. In order to investigate if ductile damage can occur at a larger scale to produce 

significant volumes of fragments, mechanical tests have to be conducted on entire extrudates. The 

aim of this paper is to enlighten quasi-ductile phenomena in highly porous catalytic supports by the 
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mean of multiaxial crushing test on cylindrical extrudates. On a given sample of extrudates, both 

brittle or ductile fracture can be observed under the classic Brazilian test. What is more, the 

proportion of brittle or ductile fracture varies with material formulation, porosity fraction and 

possibly relative humidity. The motivation of the multi-points crushing is to favor ductile fracture 

thanks to a high stress triaxiality. The test is thus dedicated to ductile damage and fragmentation 

observation. It is complementary to the Brazilian test. However, it does not aim at representing the 

complex in-service conditions. The capacity of this test to trigger ductile damage has already been 

highlighted, for instance on concrete specimens by Artoni et al. [20]. Next chapter presents materials 

and experimental methods used in this work. Then a numerical interpretation of the multipoint 

crushing test is proposed. Simulation of local fragmentation of the samples requires advanced 

numerical tools, like intrinsic cohesive zone models [21,22], extended FE models (XFEM) with 

branching and friction [23,24], or Discrete Element models (DEM) as proposed in [25] or [26]. 

Because catalytic processes involve granular flows, we aim at introducing fragmentation in a DEM 

approach in a close future. However, a macroscopic continuous approach is preferred at a first stage. 

A Drucker-Prager plasticity model is identified from the experimental load-displacement curve. 

Experimental and numerical results are compared and discussed. Particularly, the ability of the 

plastic model to represent quasi-ductile behavior induced by local damage is discussed.  

 

2 Materials and methods 

 Porous -alumina samples 2.1

The samples are cylindrical extrudates of γ-alumina, supplied by IFP Energies nouvelles (Solaize, 

France). The preparation process starts with the synthesis of boehmite [27,28] by precipitation of 

aluminum salts, washing with deionized water, and drying. Boehmite powder is kneaded by an acid 

solution to disperse boehmite aggregates, then neutralized with a basic solution. The paste is 

extruded through a cylindrical die, then dried and calcined at 540°C. The final diameter of extrudates 

is around 1.3 mm and their length varied from 3 to 6 mm. Two lots of extrudates are prepared. The 

porosity characteristics of each alumina, as determined by mercury intrusion porosimetry and 

nitrogen adsorption(BET specific surface area), are detailed in Table 1. The material displays a 

porosity fraction close to 70% with a unique population of pores centered close to 10 nm 

(mesopores).  

Table 1: Characteristics of porous gamma alumina of the study 

Alumina  Porous 

volume (mL/g) 

 

(1) 

Pores median 

interconnection 

size (nm) 

(1) 

Grain density 

(g/mL) 

 

(1) 

BET specific 

surface area 

(m²/g) 

(2) 

Porosity rate  

 

 

(3) 

#1 0.81 ±0.01 11.7 0.78 ±0.05 303 ±14 75% ±1% 

#2 0.66 ±0.01 9.5 0.99 ±0.05 303 ±14 69% ±1% 

(1) from mercury intrusion porosimetry 

(2) from nitrogen adsorption 

(3) from ratio of grain density to dense alumina density, considering  Al2O3=3.2 g/mL  
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 Multipoint crushing test 2.1

The multipoint crushing test consists in applying a compressive load on an extrudate placed on a V-

shaped groove (Figure 1). The V-groove forms an angle of 40 degrees with the horizontal platen. 

Alternatively other angles can be used, from 20 deg to 60 deg. This configuration leads to a multi-

axial compression of the sample. The mechanical testing device was an MTS-INSIGHT 1.0 (MTS 

Systems Corporation, USA) (Figure 2). The sample was compressed progressively up to a maximum 

crushing displacement after contact detection, then unloaded. Load and unload cycles were carried 

out at a constant speed of 0.12 mm/min. Two series of tests were conducted on 50 specimens on the 

first lot of extrudates: short tests and long tests, both with a groove angle of 40 deg. The maximum 

displacement was 0.15 mm for short tests and 0.35 mm for long tests. In case of sudden load drop 

larger than 5 N, the test automatically stopped. Applied load and crushing displacement were 

recorded at a frequency of 10Hz in order to detect such brittle events. In every test, the crushed 

sample and all fragments generated were collected. The material was sieved during 20 s at 70 Hz to 

select fine fragments smaller than 425 µm. Then, the sieved residue was sieved again to select coarse 

fragments under 850 µm.  

Five series of tests of 10 specimens each have been conducted on the second lot of extrudates with 

grooves angles of 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 deg.  

 

Figure 1: 3D and 2D diagrams of the multipoint crushing test on a cylindrical sample groove angle 

of 40 deg. The upper platen moves at constant velocity. 

    

Figure 2: Set up of the multipoint crushing test of a cylindrical specimen  
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 Granulometry of fragments 2.2

The size distribution of fine and coarse fragments (between 0.05 and 425 µm for fine ones and 

between 450 and 850 for coarse ones) were measured by a Mastersizer 3000 granulometer (Malvern 

Panalytical, UK). The particles are dragged by an air flow in front of a monochromatic laser beam. The 

light is scattered by the powder with various angles and intensities, according to the size of the 

particles (the bigger the particle, the smaller the diffraction angle). The analysis technique is based 

on Fraunhofer diffraction model, which approximates the particles to non-porous spheres and 

considers that particles are much larger than the light wavelength (approx. >10 µm). Moreover, 

diffraction angle is small (only near forward scattering is considered). A photodiode records the 

intensities and angles of the diffracted light and the device returns the size distribution of the 

particles. Surface and volume of particles are estimated assuming particles are spherical.  

 Scanning electron microscopy 2.3

The observation of the fracture surfaces of the largest fragments was carried out with a SEM Supra 

40 (Zeiss, Germany). In order to observe the topographical contrast, the secondary electrons mode 

was used with an acceleration tension of 2 kV and magnifications from x30 to x250. Samples were 

glued on the holder with conductive double-sided carbon adhesive tape.  

 Numerical methods  2.4

 Finite Element (FE) model 2.4.1

An FE model of the multipoint crushing test is build using the finite element package ABAQUS® [29]. 

The aim of the simulation is to assess the ability of the Drucker-Prager plastic model to represent 

ductile damage of highly porous -alumina support. As the ratio of the sample length over the sample 

diameter is higher than four, the stress state is poorly affected by the length of the support. The 

analysis is thus performed with a 2D plane strain model. Owing to the vertical plane of symmetry, 

only one half of the disc is analyzed. The platens are assumed to be rigid, hence the two-dimensional 

2-node rigid element (R2D2) is used. The extrudate is meshed with quadratic eight-node plane strain 

elements (CPE8). The normal contact between the extrudate and the platens is constrained by a 

penalty stiffness between surfaces and solved by enforcing contact conditions in an average sense 

over regions nearby slave nodes rather than only at individual slave nodes. Thanks to the 

performance of this method, the mesh convergence is achieved with the mesh shown in Figure 3. A 

characteristic element size of around 15 µm is used, for a total number of element of 3250. The 

friction coefficient has very low impact on the simulation results. A Coulomb friction model is used 

with friction coefficient of 0.2 (low range estimation). A static calculation is performed, i.e., without 

any inertia effect, with the hypothesis of large displacements and deformations. The boundary 

conditions includes the symmetry condition on the vertical axis and the clamp of the lower platen. 

The first load step consists in imposing a vertical displacement of the upper platen up to the 

experimental maximum crushing displacement. The second load step consists in relaxing the crushing 

force. The mesh and boundary conditions are shown in Figure 3. 

 Material behavior, parameters 2.4.2

The material is assumed to present a macroscopic elastic-plastic behavior under compression. The 

Young modulus is 5.7 GPa, as determined by Staub from 3-points-bending tests [13]. A Poisson’s ratio 

of 0.2 is used. According to experimental results on porous metallic oxides [30] and theoretical 
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homogenization results on polycrystals [31], this value is appropriate for ceramics with a porosity 

rate of 70%. Works of Staub et al. [16] have shown that the mesoporous -alumina supports obey a 

ductile damageable behavior under spherical indentation, likely produced by nucleation and growth 

of micro-cracks and by frictional sliding of the micro-crack surfaces. Plasticity was used to represent 

local ductile behavior and a Drucker-Prager criterion was identified. A similar approach is used here 

in order to assess its validity at a larger scale. The plastic behavior of the solid is characterized by a 

Drucker-Prager yield surface: 

            (  
 

 
     )       Eq. 1 

where    is the mean stress of the Cauchy stress tensor   :    
 

 
  ( ) ,     is the equivalent von 

Mises stress:     √
 

 
     , with   the deviatoric stress tensor :          and   the 2nd order 

identity tensor,   is the internal friction angle and    is the yield strength under compression of the 

material. A purely shearing plastic flow is assumed (no volumic dilatance) with perfect plasticity (no 

hardening). 

The internal friction angle  and the compressive yield strength    are parameters to be adjusted on 

experimental results. A first set of simulations is carried out with  values from 10 deg to 40 deg 

every 5 deg and    values from 5 MPa to 35 MPa every 5 MPa (total of 49 simulations). The best 

combination of parameters is determined by comparing numerical force-displacement curve with 

experimental data. A second set of simulations is then run with a finer grid around this best 

combination to improve the correlation with experimental results (less than 10 simulations). The 

identification method is also applied to the second lot of extrudates tested on the groove at 40 deg. 

As a validation, simulations are compared with experimental results with other groove angles. 

 

 

Figure 3: Finite element mesh employed for the simulation of the multipoint crushing test 
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3 Results and discussion 

 Experimental observations 3.1

 Load-displacement curve 3.1.1

Figure 4a shows typical load-displacement curves obtained under multipoint crushing test. The 

crushing force is normalized by the samples lengths to take into account the individual variation in 

length of the samples. Several stages can be distinguished on the experimental curve. The initial 

stiffness at contact is very low. Impact of surface roughness is suspected and will be discussed in the 

next section. Next, the stiffness progressively increases as the contact surface between the specimen 

and the platens increases. Then the curve presents an inflection point: the apparent stiffness 

progressively decreases. Brittle events like load-drops are also observed. After unloading, an 

irreversible displacement is noted, larger for long tests as compared with short tests. These 

phenomena testify the progressive damage in the specimen, illustrating the quasi-plastic behavior of 

the material. Figure 4b presents the experimental dispersion of the experimental load-displacement 

curves for long tests. A mean load deflection, or characteristic failure load, can be estimated around 

14 N/mm, with a standard deviation of 3 N/mm. A hardening behavior is obtained up to the maximal 

displacement. The apparent hardening stiffness increases for a displacement larger than 0.12 mm. 

Densification may be suspected, as observed on highly porous materials under multi-axial 

compression [18,32]. Large brittle events are mainly responsible for the dispersion of the normalized 

force.  

Similar load-displacement curves are observed on the second lot of extrudates with groove angles 

from 20 deg to 60 deg. However, brittle fracture is obtained on a fraction of the extrudates tested at 

20 deg and, to a lesser extent, at 30 deg. The impact of the groove angle on the characteristic failure 

loads is illustrated in Figure 9 : in agreement with the conclusion of [33], the higher the angle, the 

higher the mean failure load of the extrudate. The dispersion of the experimental mean failure load 

increases at angles of 50 deg and 60 deg. The angle of 40 deg therefore appears to be the optimal 

angle for the study of ductile damage of the supports. 
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a)  

b)  

Figure 4: Experimental results 

a) Typical load-displacement curves obtained under multipoint crushing   

b) average behavior and standard deviation of load-displacement curve over 50 specimens (long 

test) 

 SEM Fractography 3.1.2

The majority of fracture patterns are as illustrated in Figure 5. More than 80% of specimens show at 

least one facture surface joining upper and lower contact areas. The external fragments are the 

largest and were selected for SEM observation. The core of the specimens is mainly turned into 

smaller fragments. Figure 6 shows typical images of the main fracture surfaces. Numerous micro-

cracks are visible, the fracture surface is very irregular. The area close to the contact surface often 

shows more micro-cracks than the core area. Numerous fragments can be observed, they are likely 

still attached to the main fragment (Figure 6c). The deformation of the solid close to the contact zone 

is also highlighted: the contact surface of the cylindrical specimen is flattened with a compacted zone 

of approximately 100 µm thick (Figure 6a and b). These observations thus shows that the damage 

mechanism by micro-cracking both acts in the core of the specimen and under the surface of contact 

with the platens. It produces fragments and macro-deformation.  

 

Figure 5: Scheme of the fracture pattern showing the main fracture surfaces, and the location of 

the zones generating fine fragments and external large fragments 
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a)  

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 6: SEM fractography of a fragment 

a) entire fragment: Numerous cracks are noted, the fracture surface is very irregular 

b) Scheme of the fragment c) magnification on left side of the fragment, the flattened contact 

surface is visible  

d) magnification on center of the fragment.  

 

 Total mass and mean size of fragments 3.1.1

Table 2 gathers information on the geometry and mass of fragments after sieving and granulometry 

measurements. For the short test series, masses of fine and coarse fragments respectively represent 

2.3% and 8.7% of the initial mass of specimens. After the long test series, masses of fine and coarse 

fragments respectively represent 27.2% and 30.8% of the initial mass of specimens. The ratio of fine 

fragments strongly increases after long test i.e., for higher energy dissipation. The evolution of the 

fragments size confirms this trend: the volumic median diameter – i.e. the diameter splitting the 

distribution of fragments in two populations of equal cumulated volumes – decreases after long test. 

The high mass fraction of fragments represents a very large surface. The energy dissipated during the 

test, calculated from the area under the load-displacement curves, is also reported in Table 2. Energy 

dissipation is about 10 times higher in the long test as compared with the short test. The fracture 

surface is the sum of the areas of the internal cracks. Since each crack produces two surfaces, the 

crack surface is estimated as half the fragments surfaces. Numerous internal cracks have propagated 

without producing fragments, so the true total fracture surface is higher than this estimation. The 
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ratio of the dissipated energy to the fracture surface is then estimated to 12.4 J/m². This value is 

higher, by a factor 2.4, than the critical energy release rate GIC = 5.0 J/m² determined in [34] with 3-

points-bending tests on notched specimens. Energy is obviously dissipated by internal frictional 

mechanisms, not only by brittle propagation of cracks.  

Table 2: Fine and coarse fragments collected after the multipoint crushing tests 

Test 

series 

Initial 
mass 

(Total of 
50 specim
ens) (mg) 

Total 
dissipated 

energy 
(mJ) 

Fine fragments < 425 µm Coarse Fragments < 850 µm 

Mass 

(mg) 

(% of 

initial) 

Volumic 
median 

diameter 
(µm) 

Surface 
(mm²) 

Mass 
(mg) 
(% of 

initial) 

Volumic 
median 

diameter 
(µm) 

Surface 
(mm²) 

short 

test 
218 89 

5.1  

(2.3%) 
240 253 

19  

(8.7%) 
631 342 

long 

test 
232 834 

63.2 

(27.2%) 
7 132 076 

71.5 

(30.8%) 
478 1 966 

 

 Numerical results 3.2

 Drucker-Prager criterion identification  3.2.1

The nonlinear macroscopic behavior of the extrudates under the multi-points crushing test is 

estimated by FE simulation using a Drucker-Prager constitutive law. Figure 7 shows how the internal 

friction angle   and the yield strength under compression    impact the loading phase of the load-

displacement curve. Two stages can be distinguished: the apparent stiffness progressively decreases 

up to a global yielding load, then a hardening is observed. As a perfectly plastic flow rule is used in 

the constitutive law, the apparent hardening may be due to the geometrical effect of large 

deformations. The yield stress influences not only the global yielding load but the stiffness at early 

stage. A rather limited influence of the friction angle is also pointed out: the apparent hardening 

stiffness slightly increases with the friction angle (see Figure 7b).  

The numerical curves illustrated in Figure 7, show strong similarities with the experimental behavior 

shown in Figure 4: an apparent stiffness reduction at early stage followed by a global yielding, and a 

linear hardening. Notable differences are also pointed out. The initial elastic stiffness is high in the 

simulation whereas the experimental stiffness increases slowly at low loads. SEM pictures (Figure 6) 

shows that the contact surface is flatten compared with initial surface. Surface roughness can thus 

entail a displacement of few micrometers before stabilizing contact. Moreover, the average 

experimental stiffness at unloading is also lower than the numerical stiffness. The Young modulus of 

the material is not questioned since its value has been confirmed by several other tests. The low 

experimental unloading stiffness is evenly observed on short and long tests, so it is not an impact of 

damage in the sample. The additional compliance is likely entailed by a flexural deformation of non 

rectilinear extrudates. Indeed, geometrical irregularities are inevitably produced when shaping by 

extrusion and drying. Irregular geometries (slightly curved samples) can explain that a displacement 

of few micrometers is necessary to change from punctual contact to line contact after local material 

crushing. The importance of slight imperfections on the contact status is also pointed out by [20] on 

granular aggregates and by [33] on sand particles.  
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Hence, the main discrepancies between numerical and experimental results may be due to 

geometrical factors (shape and roughness of small cylinders). In order to adjust Drucker-Prager 

criterion parameters on experimental results, the experimental displacements have to be corrected 

such that the initial position of the platen is shifted in order to correspond to the stabilized contact. 

The specimen chosen for the comparison is representative of the average behavior and does not 

show large brittle events. A comparison of numerical and experimental load-displacement curves is 

plotted in Figure 8 with adjusted parameters c = 19 MPa and  = 15°. The correlation of the yielding 

load and of the hardening is good for this specimen. The experimental dispersion of the yielding load 

leads to an estimation of the compressive yields stress of c = 19 MPa ± 3 MPa. The identification of 

the friction angle  is less precise because of the strong uncertainty on the hardening slope.  

Following the same methodology, the compressive yield strength of the second lot of extrudates is 

adjusted to c’=29 MPa thanks to the tests on the groove at 40 deg. The second lot of extrudates is 

less porous and more resistant than the first lot. The simulations of the tests with other groove 

angles, conducted with the strength criterion identified at 40 deg, show a good agreement with the 

experimental characteristic failure loads, Figure 9. The increase of the crushing strength with the 

platen angle was also obtained with a Discrete Elements Model by [20]. 

 

Figure 7: Numerical results, influence of internal friction angle   and yield strength under 

compression    on the numerical load-displacement curve 

 

Figure 8: Comparison of numerical and experimental load-displacement curves of multi-points 

crushing test (groove angle of 40 deg, 1st lot of extrudates). The experimental displacement is 

shifted by -30µm to discard initial contact due to surface roughness   
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Figure 9: Comparison of numerical and experimental characteristic failure loads of multi-points 

crushing test at various groove angles (2nd lot of extrudates). The experimental mean fracture load 

of the Brazilian test (no groove) is indicated as a reference for brittle fracture strength.  

 

 Evolution of plastic strain field 3.2.2

Figure 10 shows the evolution of the equivalent plastic strain field,    
  

, at different stages of the test. 

The strain scale is limited at 1% to better illustrate the propagation of the plastic zones (in brown). 

Plastic strain first appears under each contact surface (stage ①). While these zones grow and remain 

unconnected, the apparent stiffness remains high. Then, the plastic zones merge and the apparent 

stiffness drops (stage ②). A plastic band appears under combined compression and shear stresses in 

the specimen. The shape of the band and the load at which it appears do not depend on the mesh 

size. Finally, a unique plastic zone keeps growing, resulting in a linear hardening behavior (stage ③). 

In these stages, the equivalent plastic strain field has close similarities with the fracture morphology 

observed experimentally, as illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6. The increase of the apparent 

stiffness at the end of the loading phase (stage ④) can be explained by a geometrical effect due to 

large deformations of the specimen. 
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Figure 10: Evolution of the equivalent plastic strain inside the sample at different stages of the 

multi-points crushing test 

 

 Mass of damaged material 3.2.3

Masses of damaged material are estimated from the numerical model, based on the plastic energy 

dissipation. Only the plastic dissipation is taken into account. For a given threshold of dissipation 

density, the corresponding plastic area (2D) is extracted, then multiplied by the material mass 

density and by the total length of the specimens. Different dissipation thresholds are considered: 

     
  

>0, >0.25, >1 and >3 mJ/mm3. The calculated masses are then compared with the experimental 

masses of fines and coarse fragments, measured for short and long tests, as a function of the 

dissipated energy (see Figure 11). The graphic confirms that the estimated masses of damaged 

material are of the same order of magnitude as the experimental masses of fragments. The mass of 

fine fragments approximately corresponds to the volume subjected to a plastic dissipation density 

higher than 3 mJ/mm3: it is almost zero for short tests as the total dissipated energy is low, and 

strongly increases for long tests with a higher dissipation. The total mass of fragments, including fine 

and coarse ones, appears to be less correlated with a plastic dissipation threshold: it corresponds to 

a plastic dissipation density lying between 0.25 and 1.0 mJ/mm3.  
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Figure 11: Comparison of numerical masses of damaged material with experimental masses of 

fragments as a function of the dissipated energy. 

 

 Discussion on the representation of ductile damage by a plastic model 3.3

The Drucker-Prager criterion is well adapted to represent the fracture strength of catalyst supports if 

densification is neglected [16]. However, post-fracture behavior is more complex to represent than 

the fracture strength because it depends on the damage mechanisms and, jointly, on stress 

triaxiality. Previous studies have shown the behavior of catalyst supports is mainly brittle under 

uniaxial compression, whereas irreversible strains are obtained under multiaxial compression [34]. 

Densification is highly suspected under very high hydrostatic pressures, as observed on other porous 

alumina under iso-static pressing [35,36]. Damage and deformation mechanisms are difficult to 

observe when taking place at the scale of pores and alumina crystallites aggregates. Macroscopic 

consequences are easier to describe. For instance, irreversible deformation can be the consequence 

of micro-cracking and frictional sliding between crystallites aggregates. In the multi-point crushing 

test, the multi-axial compression state leads to multiple damage intensities. As a consequence, 

several mechanisms are observed: irreversible deformation, micro-cracks, fragmentation, and 

ultimately macro cracks. Associated with the Drucker-Prager criterion, a perfectly plastic flow is 

chosen to model a ductile behavior. After adjustment of the internal friction angle   and the yield 

strength   , this model mimics fairly well the damageable behavior of the specimen under the multi-

point crushing test. The morphology of the plastic strain field has close similarities with the fracture 

morphology observed experimentally. The volume of material undergoing a plastic dissipation 

density higher than 3 mJ/mm3 approximately corresponds to the volume of fine fragments generated 

during the tests. The model thus helps to interpret the test and to draw a damaging scenario. The 

plastic dissipation density or – almost equivalently – the equivalent plastic strain, is interpreted as an 

indicator of the size of the fragments. For low dissipation (< 0.25mJ/mm3), the material is damaged 

by micro-cracking without production of fragments. As energy dissipation increases (from 0.25 to 
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3 mJ/mm3), micro-cracks coalesce, leading to the production of coarse fragments. At higher 

dissipations, both coarse and fine fragments are produced.  

 

4 Conclusions 

The multipoint crushing test carried out on highly porous -alumina reveals the damageable behavior 

of catalytic supports under multi-axial compressive state. Multiple macroscopic consequences of 

damage mechanisms are observed: irreversible deformation, fragmentation, and ultimately macro 

cracks. A Drucker-Prager criterion has been adjusted to reproduce the global behavior of the 

specimen under the multi-point crushing test. A local plastic dissipation density of 3mJ/mm3 is well 

correlated with the region of fragmentation (<450µm). This model is thus able to represent global 

ductile damage likely produced at small scale by local brittle micro-cracks or frictional sliding 

between crystallites aggregates at the nano-scale. Further investigations are necessary to better 

understand the nature of the damage at small scale and then to improve the physical model. Nano-

indentation tests are undertaken to assess the damageable mechanical behavior at such scales [37]. 

Complementary observations, thanks to Focused Ion Beam micrography (FIB-SEM) [38] or high 

resolution X-ray micro-tomography [39], may be used to look for cracks at early stages of damage. 

The industrial stake is to improve the material strength, still keeping pure alumina at a porosity rate 

higher than 70% and to design catalytic reactors with no risk of catalyst supports fragmentation.  
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